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Abstract

In this paper a framework for constructing flexible, robust and efficient software applications for robots is described. The basic concepts needed to integrate complex, multidisciplinary robot software architectures are identified, and the methods to achieve them are taken from different areas of research (programming languages, network communication systems, real-time systems, etc.). The result is an open software system called NEXUS which includes the basic characteristics needed for the integration of very different software modules, minimizing the effort of integration and maximizing the reusability, efficiency and robustness of the resulting software applications. This software has proven to be a basis for more sophisticated tools that help in reducing the cost of modifications to and the complexity of multidisciplinary projects, allowing highly structured and reusable designs to be implemented. Although it has been currently implemented for mobile robots, it is a sufficiently generic framework suitable for use in other control systems. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In multidisciplinary areas of research such as robotics, a need exists for using a framework that enables a complex software application to connect its elements easily and flexibly, while providing the designers with well-defined methods for upgrading the overall structure of the application through its entire development cycle. This becomes especially necessary due to the number of people from different disciplines who can be involved in the research project. An example is mobile robotics, where software must be developed for device controllers, perception systems, remote operation, artificial intelligence, etc.

The elements involved in the implementation of a robotic application can be divided into software for the application, hardware devices, and operating systems. The software for the application can take advantage of a common integration system, while the hardware devices and operating systems tend to be more vendor-dependent and rigid in this respect. Therefore, a suitable solution to the problem of integration is an open software system [1] which is located between the operating systems and the software for the application (see Fig. 1).

We have identified the following basic characteristics that an open software system for integrating parts of a robotic application should provide:

Portability: Any program should be able to run on any platform with minor changes in its internal structure.

Upgradeability and Reusability: Any program should be able to extend its capabilities without affecting existing applications, or to be substituted by other programs with a similar functionality.

Interoperability and Distribution: The different software modules of an application should be able to exchange data, and to run in different machines from which each one obtains the maximum efficiency.

Efficiency: The use of software that integrates other software should guarantee the achievement of certain efficiency requirements, i.e., real-time response. From a different perspective, the integration process should also be efficient in the sense that it should be performed in minimum time and with minimum effort.

Robustness: Current robot control architectures require a high degree of robustness, since they are often
used in real, critical situations. The integration system should provide appropriate mechanisms for guaranteeing it.

This paper describes an open software system called NEXUS that provides all these characteristics:

- It is based on techniques from object-oriented programming languages. The software parts of an application are defined as modules that hide their implementation details while providing their functionality through a simple interface. In addition, it provides a basic library of functions that hide the operating system protocols for many operations (disk operations, interprocess communications, memory management, etc.). In this way it achieves portability, upgradeability and reusability.

- It is a tool for obtaining distributed applications. The communication system between software modules is an intermediate scheme lying between a subscription/production network and a client/server paradigm. It joins the efficiency in communications of the former with the flexibility and implementation simplicity of the latter. Moreover, module distribution, although controlled by the implementors of the application at the design stage, is completely transparent for the modules at running time.

- Since the framework has been implemented on real-time operating systems, it inherits real-time mechanisms from them that are provided to the modules of the application. On the other hand, efficiency is also achieved at the design stage by using simple interfaces to integrate very different modules.

- Finally, it implements a hierarchical scheme for detection of run-time errors that allows the programmers to implement very robust applications.

Our system has been designed for reducing both the cost of development as well as further modifications to complex robotic software applications. Although it has been used in mobile robots, it is a sufficiently generic framework suitable for use in other control systems (for example, CIM applications). The main contribution of our work is to provide a general-purpose framework that implements all the basic concepts needed for integrating a control architecture, and that serves as a basis for more sophisticated tools.

Section 2 discusses related works of importance. Section 3 describes all the components of NEXUS, and the ways they guarantee the characteristics of an open system. Section 4 explains the process needed to implement applications. Section 5 shows a real example of the integration achieved in a real mobile robot system, and the performance measurements that can be obtained from the behavior of the application. The paper ends with conclusions and several lines for future research.

2. State of the art and related work

Several tools and techniques that facilitate the integration of robotic control architectures have been developed over the last few years. Most of them provide meaningful insights into very specific domains or particular levels of abstraction. The contribution of NEXUS is that it implements all the basic concepts needed to obtain maximum flexibility in the integration of software (portability, upgradeability, reusability) along with good performance and robustness. The main objective has been to obtain the simplest system that provides these characteristics, serving as a complete basis to implement more sophisticated tools.

Fig. 2 shows a possible classification of the parts of the software architecture which are involved in a complex, multidisciplinary robotic application. They range from the highest level of abstraction of the architecture, the decision level, which contains the components that allow the application to make intelligent decisions, develop long-term plans, etc., to the lowest level of abstraction: the one which deals with the hardware devices and the operating system. The functional level contains the components which implement control loops, behaviors, and, in general, the basic processes which are not concerned with long-term issues.

In the following, we review relevant works on integrating systems that cover some or all these levels. Since NEXUS is mostly concerned with the functional level, we pay more attention to the works done in this area.

2.1. The decision level

A survey of the most important knowledge representation schemes used in robotics, such as frames, scripts, feedback approaches, and rule-based systems can be found in [2]. One of the tools that has been developed to implement these high-level knowledge representations is
the MAESTRO language [3], which has been designed to specify, validate and implement robot missions efficiently. The programs generated by MAESTRO can be proven to satisfy their specifications before executing.

In [4] another system is presented for generating code for the decision level. It is based on a temporal planning system called IxTeT which can reason on symbolic and numeric temporal relations between time instants. The plans are executed as event-driven automata.

2.2. The functional level

Several robot architectures that allows the reconfiguration of their functional components can be found in the literature. Among the most interesting ones are the TCA [5], CODGER [6], and NASREM [7]. TCA and CODGER are centralized architectures, while NASREM is a hierarchical one. There are several differences between NEXUS and these systems, the most important being that the former is completely non-centralized (a wide range of control architectures can be implemented: from decentralized to hierarchical), and it is focused on the modular and portable aspects of the application.

In [4], the guidelines of a complete system for designing a robot control architecture are presented. The problem is also addressed in [8], where the ORCCAD development system is described in detail. They provide the implementors with a human–machine interface based on an object-oriented paradigm suitable for designing robot tasks. The supervision of these tasks by the components at the decision level, i.e., the connection between both levels, is performed via a finite-state automaton. However, the problem of integrating the components at the functional level is not addressed.

Some commercial applications exist which include the most important characteristics mentioned in the previous paragraphs. The CODE programming interface by Cimetrix [9] provides an API with function calls for the control of mechanisms, input/output, trajectory planning, etc., in a system that is suitable for CIM architectures. Another framework for real-time system development is ControlShell by RTI [10]. It combines CASE tools and object-oriented techniques to generate, implement, and debug applications consisting of separate objects. It also provides a scheme for integrating and reusing these objects, as well as reducing the costs of implementation. However, it does not address the problem of integrating the components of the functional level with components of the decision level that are not generated.

Of special interest is the G²M framework [11] because of its similarity to our system. Both of them specify the components of the architecture as modules that provide services to the rest of the application. This leads to an efficient, flexible and robust way of designing, integrating and reusing the elements of the functional level. In G²M the code of the modules is generated automatically from templates that are filled by the programmers. Also, it provides tools for debugging the code. The connection with the decision level is performed by means of the Kheops rule-based system, although they do not focus their work on this issue. The communication system between modules is not addressed either.

Another example of an open system at the functional level is the OSACA architecture [1]. It is intended to set a standard for the implementation of control systems, providing an open framework that hides vendor-specific details. The basic components of OSACA are analogous to those of NEXUS, although the latter provides a more general network protocol than a client/server paradigm and those characteristics for real-time response needed in more dynamic and unstructured applications, such as mobile robotics.

2.3. The hardware-dependent level

Several real-time operating systems have been designed for implementing control architectures. For completeness we mention some of them along with their most important features. ALBATROSS [12] provides hard real-time communications between tasks through shared memory. The Harmony OS [13] supports transparent multiprocessing that enables finding the optimal load balancing among a number of processors. Chimera II [14] provides great efficiency in distributed applications and is the basis for more abstract works mentioned in the previous subsection.

The use of an operating system designed explicitly for robotic applications facilitates the development of very efficient applications, although it involves implementing large amounts of code that is not directly related to the integration problem.
3. Description of the NEXUS system

In our framework, an **application** is defined as an integration of different software modules that provide services to each other, aimed at accomplishing a given robotic task. The modules hide their implementation details: only the services and the format of their input and output parameters are known by other modules. The format of these data is a predefined one, very simple but general enough to capture the functionality of a wide class of services. Libraries of functions are provided to the implementors of the modules in order to access both the other modules and the OS. This basic scheme guarantees many of the characteristics needed in an open system: *portability*, since the modules access NEXUS and the OS through general and simple interfaces that can be adapted to very different hardware platforms and operating systems; *upgradeability*, since a change in any module that does not change its functionality (its set of services) does not affect the rest of the application; and *reusability*, since any module can be plugged into another application that needs its functionality without knowing its implementation details.

As shown in Fig. 3, our system is divided into two subsystems. The **Task-Dependent Subsystem** contains the sets of modules of the application. These sets, called **Conceptual Units**, are used by the implementors for clarity in the design of the application. The **Management Subsystem** is common for every application: it contains the managers needed for maintaining the structural information about the modules and for supporting communications. In the following subsections a more complete description of these subsystems is given.

3.1. The task-dependent subsystem

The task-dependent subsystem varies for each application. It includes the entities called ICE modules, or simply *modules*. Each module provides some *services* that define its functionality. ICE modules can be grouped into **Conceptual Units**. The ICE modules are plugged into NEXUS before the application execution begins. This plugging-in stage is an automatic operation consisting of navigation. The ICE modules are plugged into NEXUS before the application execution begins. This plugging-in stage is an automatic operation consisting of a given conceptual area of operation of the robot system. The definitions of these conceptual areas depend on the application being implemented. For example, it may be desirable to group into the same CU all the modules that deal with the sensors of a mobile robot (laser scanners, sonars, cameras), or the modules related to the operation of navigation.

3.1.2. Services

Each service of a module is defined through three parameters: its input data, its output data, and its characteristics. The characteristics of a service specify its *functionality* (whether it is a service for consulting -query-, updating -modifier-, or monitoring -monitor- the module status), its *duration* (whether the requests last until the architecture is deactivated -permanent-, or not -temporary-), and its *concurrency* (whether several requests can be served at the same time or not -reentrant or non-reentrant-). Any service is described by a subset of these characteristics. This allows the programmers to implement a wide range of services, for example those that run periodically, or those that execute only when a given asynchronous signal is received.

In order to guarantee real-time response, a request for a service may hold information about the temporal requirements to be met, i.e., the maximum time allowed to serve the request. If these temporal constraints are not satisfied, the Management Subsystem automatically replies to the routine which sent the original request, including information about the error.

3.1.3. ICE modules

ICE modules are the main components of the CUs. Each module is executed on a single computer, and therefore all the services that it provides are served from that machine. The possibility of distributing the ICE modules among the computers of the robotic system

---

1 “ICE” stands for the initials of the three main components of a module: Interface, Code, and Error-recovery code.
permits optimal exploitation of the available hardware resources. For example, one computer in the system may be more appropriate for image processing than others, so the ICE modules which offer services related to visual perception should execute in that machine.

An ICE module consists of three parts:

**Interface:** The interface part of the module defines the services implemented in the module and receives the requests for services, executes the code that serves them, and sends back the output data to the requesters. It also provides the rest of the application with the public information about the functionality of the module. In Fig. 7 an example of the definition of services is shown.

**Code:** In addition to the code of the routines that supply services, this part also contains two special routines for both initializing and finishing the internal status of the module (internal static variables, configuration of the module, etc.).

**Error-recovery code:** This part deals with the errors that the module may find during its execution. Some of them can be overcome by the module, while others must be propagated to the module services requesters. The mechanisms provided to deal with errors are described in the following paragraphs.

### 3.1.4. Hierarchical error recovery system

**Error recovery** usually involves some sort of replanning, that is, re-structuring the execution of a failed operation. This process should be performed as near as possible to the point at which the error is detected. The hierarchical scheme used by NEXUS guarantees this. It is possible to integrate very robust applications if this mechanism is used appropriately.

The different classes of errors that can occur during the execution of a service request, and the ways by which they could overcome, are shown in Fig. 4. Errors that the service routine can manage by itself are called **recoverable errors**. When a recoverable error occurs the very routine which is serving the request will replan its execution to overcome it. In contrast, those errors which the service routine cannot deal with on its own are called **unrecoverable errors**. They have to be reported to the module that issued the service request. The code in charge of this is in the **Error-recovery-code** part of the module.

There are some special unrecoverable errors called **critical errors** caused by unexpected failures in a process or a machine that prevents sending a report to the requester, and cannot be completely solved by the module programmers. For example, when a module is killed, all the routines which are providing services in that module may be killed. NEXUS detects most of the critical errors and communicates their occurrence to the other parts of the robot system automatically (via *events*, described in Section 3.2). Among other things, it detects and tolerates module killing, out-of-time service replies, and wrong communications formats. Due to its distributed nature, an application can also continue executing despite a machine shutting down.

Other critical errors which might lead the application to an unstable status (for example, when a module uses most of the CPU time because of a corrupted code or a wrong algorithm) are handled by the multi-priority and preemption features inherited from the underlying real-time OS. The ICE modules are prioritized with respect to other modules, and the services of a module are prioritized with respect to other services in the same module. This is a simple way to design the priorities scheme for any application in order to limit the system resources that each routine can consume.

### 3.2. The management subsystem

This subsystem contains the common facilities required in any robotic application. Currently two managers are implemented: the **Internal Communications Manager (ICM)** and the **Architecture Information Manager (AIM)** which run in every machine of the robot system. All the communications between the different components of the architecture are managed by the ICM, and the structural information about the architecture is stored and managed by the AIM.

#### 3.2.1. The Internal Communications Manager (ICM)

The ICM is in charge of distributing information among the different components of the robot system. If the source and destination modules of an information package are not being executed on the same computer, the communication is routed to the ICM of the destination machine, and then it is directly sent to the suitable
module. The ICM can also register the message flow of the application for further study.

Two types of communications exist in the architecture: messages, that contain an arbitrary amount of data (for example, requests to any component of the system, or replies to these requests) and events, that do not contain any information and are sent to all the modules of the application at the same time. With these basic types of communications, both synchronous and asynchronous concurrent processing can be implemented. Messages are used to request and reply service requests, while events are used for asynchronous operation. For example, if there is a module called “Battery Sentinel” offering a monitor service which supervises the charge level of the batteries of a mobile robot, an event can be defined for informing the other modules about whether the charge falls below a certain level.

The communication system might be seen as a client/server one because every module becomes a server for the service requests of other modules (the clients). However, the existence of an AIM (with all the information that it holds) in every computer makes it more similar to a subscription/production one: the information exists in the network, not in a particular machine. The modules register their services at plugging-in time, and the transmission of this information to all the computers becomes a sort of subscription to these services. The difference with a more flexible subscription/production system (such as the NDDS [25]) is that all the machines subscribe to the services of the rest. However, the communication system of NEXUS still provides a higher level of robustness and more efficient communications than a pure client/server one.

The components that allow to establish the network communications needed for distributing the applications are inside each ICM, and they are called network-exchanges [15]. The network-exchanges of the ICMs are not visible for the programmers of applications, but this abstract data type can be used separately in any module for implementing other communication schemes, for example, communications from a module to a web page in the internet, or to a platform on which NEXUS does not run.

Network-exchanges are very easy to use, and at the same time are powerful tools that offer modularity, flexibility, reliability, and robustness. The purpose of a network-exchange is to make the underlying network transparent for the programmer. Currently, they are implemented using the TCP and UDP protocols, but other versions may be developed. Network-exchanges establish a security context between local and remote ICMs. It is guaranteed that every communication through network-exchanges is sequenced and unduplicated. They also provide a query interface to perform network administration tasks, including query services for the current state (number and characteristics of connections, traffic flow) and event facilities which are useful to assure real-time response. A network-exchange consists of four agents and a connection set that contains zero or more one-way connections to or from other network-exchanges.

3.2.2. The Architecture Information Manager (AIM)

The AIM maintains all the structural information about the application: CUs, Services, and ICE modules. In our distributed system, the existence of many AIMs (one in each computer) might lead to inconsistency problems between the data stored in each one. This is solved by reporting to each AIM the modifications made in the other ones. Therefore, any change made in the database of one machine must be sent through the network. Although this process can certainly be slow, it is limited to occurring only before activating the architecture, and consequently it does not affect the performance of the application during its normal operation.

4. Implementing applications

Our system has been written in C and C++ and implemented completely on LynxOS. The implementation consists of an executable file that contains the ICM and the AIM and two C libraries for linking with the code of the modules. One of these libraries contains all the routines for accessing NEXUS and for requesting services, sending replies to service requests, declaring event handlers, etc. The other one is an interface with X/Motif and is optional.

The process of implementing a module just consists in defining the services that it will provide (the Interface part of the module) and programming the routines that serve requests for these services (the Code and Error-recovery-code parts of the module). These parts are linked together with the libraries in order to form a single executable file. A function from the libraries is in charge of connecting the module and registering its services in the system database automatically.

The requirements that a routine for serving service requests must satisfy to be included in the Code part of a module are:

1. Error propagation to the requesters.
2. Interfacing with the underlying OS by using the libraries.
3. Semaphore protection in the reentrant portions of the code.

Note that this simplicity in designing and connecting modules facilitates the integration of software programmed by different people while offering a simple interface to the common resources needed in any control system.
4.1. Access of the applications to the Operating System

The libraries provided to the programmers are aimed at implementing portable accesses to the OS. They offer the following interfaces:

- Disk operations interface.
- Memory management interface.
- Multiprocessing interface (threads, processes, semaphores, etc.).
- Several inter-process communication interfaces (message queues, signals, etc.).
- Real-time interface (real-time events, timings, pre-emptability, etc.).
- Network communication interface (based on network-exchanges).
- Graphic windows-based interface.

They can be easily adapted to run on a wide range of platforms, so the applications become very portable. The basic requirements for the OS on which NEXUS is to be implemented are satisfied by any UNIX-like OS with multiprocessing and real-time features such as accurate timings, multiple priority levels, and pre-emptability. Currently, it is completely implemented on LynxOS, and a reduced version has been implemented on Windows NT. In the future, other versions will be developed (e.g., RT-Linux).

5. A real application

Up to now, our system has been implemented and tested in several mobile robots. One of these is the RAM-2 mobile robot (Fig. 5), an autonomous mobile robot designed and built at the University of Malaga for research applications in indoor environments [16]. It has a variety of sensors such as two laser scanners, a sonar ring and a camera, and a manipulator arm placed in front of the platform. The robot contains two onboard Pentium cards, one of which supports the Lynx real-time operating system, while the other supports Windows NT. In the future, other versions will be developed (e.g., RT-Linux).

Fig. 5. The RAM-2 mobile robot, on which NEXUS has shown its flexibility for integrating software programmed by several researchers. (1) Radial laser scanner. (2) Camera. (3) Robot arm. (4) Frontal laser scanner. (5) Sonars. (6) On-board display.

The overall objective is to obtain a robot delivery system capable of taking small objects from one place to another inside a structured office-like environment. A small application that partially achieves this objective in a semi-autonomous fashion has been implemented. For this purpose, most of the physical components of the robot are used: a radial laser scanner for constructing 2D representations of the rooms, a frontal laser scanner for detecting dynamic obstacles, a manipulator arm to grasp and drop objects on the commands of a remote operator (guided by a camera), and motor, steering and odometric systems to perform navigation and dead-reckoning.

More than 10 different ICE modules have been implemented for managing these systems and performing complex tasks. In parallel, simulation modules with the same functionality as the ones dealing with physical devices (motors, lasers, etc.) have been implemented in order to test the system intensively. Fig. 6 shows the topology of the application with all the modules and conceptual units, and their location on each computer motherboard. Some of them were already developed as simpler, individual experiments, while others have been designed explicitly for this application. The former ones have been adapted to NEXUS quickly (typically, generic programs can be adapted in a few hours). Most of the time has been spent in solving several bugs and errors that were not detected in the original experiments. When a large number of modules are integrated and work together, these errors tend to appear rather easily. Our system has demonstrated its robustness in these cases, allowing the application to keep running with a reduced performance, or to finish the execution in a controlled way.

The Device Interfaces CU contains the modules needed to deal with the physical components of the mobile robot: lasers, motors, and manipulator. All of them have a simulation counterpart in order to test the application before involving the system in physical movements. The World Model CU includes a module that merges 2D local maps of the environment into global ones (useful for self-location of the robot [17,18]) and a module that integrates all these maps and other kinds of information from the environment into a highly structured topological and hierarchical model based on Multi AH-Graphs [19,20]. The Navigation CU contains modules that generate paths on the 2D geometrical maps for going from one place to another and execute these paths while detecting and avoiding dynamic obstacles [21]. The Teleoperation CU enables a remote operator to move the robot arm and a pan/tilt camera system in order to manipulate objects. For this purpose, it contains a module that communicates with a remote station (that does not run
NEXUS) via radio ethernet, using network-exchanges, and another module that moves the camera plugged into the Windows NT motherboard. Finally, the Task Execution CU contains a module which executes high-level tasks such as navigating from one room to another, constructing maps and topologies of the environment, or delivering objects to any location in the building. These complex tasks are implemented internally as state machines that send requests for services from the other modules.

In Fig. 7, definitions for some of the services provided by the modules of the application are shown. The following examples illustrate the wide class of services that have been implemented in this case:

**Periodical monitor services:** An example is the service in charge of reading data from the frontal laser at a fixed frequency of 20 Hz. These types of services are highly prioritized with respect to other services in the application in order not to lose possibly critical data. Often they are the services that send asynchronous events to the architecture when delicate situations occur.

**Graphical monitor services:** Most of the modules open graphical windows to show their internal status and for enabling the user to change them. The code associated with each of these windows is part of low priority monitor services whose execution does not affect the rest of the application’s performance.

**Root services:** They are services that are usually requested by an operator action on a text terminal or graphical window (that is, on a monitor service). They originate other requests in order to successfully execute a complex task. The Task Execution CU contains most of the services of this type.

**Normal synchronous services:** Most of the services of the application belong to this class. They are executed as the result of an incoming request from another module and after a (typically) short processing, they yield some result.

Regarding the performance of the application, Fig. 8 shows the timing diagram for the message flow logged by the ICM while RAM-2 was navigating. Several timing parameters appear, such as the total time elapsed...
in the experiment, the number of services involved, etc. The average time between the arrival of a service request to a module and the response to it is 0.028 s. This value depends on each application and serves for debugging purposes. The timing diagram obtained by the ICM consists of 2D horizontal bars that measure these periods. Due to the preemptive features of LynxOS, services with high priorities (the \textit{Read current speed and curvature} and \textit{Read current position and orientation}, for example) maintain their timings in spite of others with lower priorities (such as \textit{Calculate robot position}).

6. Conclusions and future work

In this paper we have described NEXUS, a software extension of a real-time operating system that allows us to integrate the software elements of a robot system in a flexible and efficient way. Its main feature is that it decouples the programs designed for the application from the fixed software and hardware of the robot system. To achieve this, it inherits some important features from high-level programming languages (encapsulation, hierarchical error recovery, modularity, etc.) and from the subscription/production paradigm.

We have experimentally tested the advantages of this framework by designing applications in which our mobile robot RAM-2 serves as a delivery agent in an indoor environment. The application consists of more than 10 modules developed by different people. Some of them were available as part of previous applications and others have been implemented for this test. The process of adapting the existing code has been surprisingly short: only a few hours for each module. The robustness of the whole system has been demonstrated. When critical errors made some modules break down the rest of the system was able to continue a limited but correct operation. In addition, the performance of the applications has been satisfactory.

NEXUS has been designed as a complete basis on which to implement more sophisticated tools for the integration and implementation of complex control applications. Currently we are working on some extensions:

- Implementing versions of the system for other platforms, such as RT-Linux.
- Enabling secure accesses to applications from the internet (WWW).
- Providing more powerful visual tools for designing, programming, and debugging applications.
- Collecting a number of libraries for the robotics domain, such as kinematics, plan execution, petri-nets plan specification, etc.
- Extending NEXUS to manage dynamic binding, that is, assignment instances of server routines for service requests at run-time.
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